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Abstract

This study is intended to contribute for higher availability property of stateful singleton components with user sessions lasting significantly long duration. As availability tactic, the study focuses on replication. Management of state synchronization of long lasting stateful user sessions during switchover is among the main challenges of this study.

Design research is employed to device a suitable prototype architecture. Via the design research, the challenges are thoroughly analysed, and prototype is designed to incorporate strategies for the challenges. Qualitative research is also undertaken to propose suitable design patterns and object serialization technologies. The prototype is evaluated to observe correctness of long lasting stateful user sessions after switchover is performed among the replicas. In addition, further stress analysis is performed on the prototype to show points of strength and weakest points.
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1 Introduction

In modern software systems engineering, analysis of non-functional requirements, such as availability, as part of the design and implementation is important. Availability is a way of describing the responsiveness of software systems by measuring how fast a software system can correctly recover (downtime), and how frequent failure (system outage) occurs \[1, 8\].

To secure higher availability, most availability tactics focus on two strategies. As first strategy, they employ tactics which could help for faster recovery in order to reduce the downtime. Among tactics for this strategy, replication of system components is the common one \[2,3,4,9,10\]. This redundant system components are usually referred as replicas \[3,4,6,10\]. This tactic mainly targets on reducing the downtime, by switching over the system services to another replica, so that the system will be responsive while the failed replica is being recovered. The second strategy involves tactics which are used to make system service outage transparent from service users side \[3, 4, 6\]. This means that a system service outage will not be noticed from the user side while the system is undertaking tactics for the first strategy. The second strategy is particularly important when the system has stateful components.

A stateful component refers to a component which creates and retains active sessions for each interacting user which could be used for a couple of method invocation for certain period of time \[11\]. The stateful component will need to track the state of each session as long as the sessions are alive. The opposite of such components are stateless components whereby each invocations from the system user side are completely independent. An example of such stateful components is Ericsson’s Radio Base Station (RBS) singleton components. A stateful singleton component (SSC) is a single threaded stateful component responsible to handle certain functionalities of Ericsson RBS architecture. This functionalities will only be served by exactly one SSC executing thread.

1.1 Problem Statement

In this thesis study, the challenges and strategies of replicating SSC in Ericsson AB Department that develop control software for RBS is studied. As detailed in section 2.2, Ericsson RBS architecture is organised in so called ‘environments’ whereby each ‘environment’ contains many system components, among which is SSC. The main purpose of the replication is to switchover the services of SSC to backup SSC replica in another ‘environment’, so that a failed system component in the ‘environment’ where the SSC is executing could easily be maintained by a technician. This means...
that the switchover of SSC services is triggered by a technician, unlike the usual case whereby switchover of a component is triggered by a failure in the component. The replication of SSC is used as a tactic to increase availability of an ‘environment’ in RBS Architecture. In order to increase availability, the services of SSC will need to be available during the switchover to SSC replica, but with degraded responsiveness (services may take more than the usual response time but still below the specified time-out for the service). As mentioned before, although there could be two replicas of SSC, only one of them could serve and manage states of users. This means, in order to stay being responsive during or after the switchover, it will be important to make sure sessions and states are synchronized in between the SSC replicas.

Synchronization of sessions and states of SSC in Ericsson RBS is more complex than other similar strategies used for SSC such as [6]. The complexities are the following:

1. The SSC of Ericsson RBS have significantly longer session duration. This implies that for each session there will be lots of data stored in physical memory. This data is kept in heap memory that is allocated for an object instance which encapsulates each sessions. Hence, serialization of object instances, encapsulating the sessions, in strategic manner is important to undertake a correct switchover in between SSC replicas.

2. In addition to a kind of interaction where the SSC will act as a server, SSC will also act as a client to communicate with other system components inside or outside its ‘environment’. Such interactions are mainly triggered from object instances which encapsulate the sessions when SSC acts as a server. Therefore, a serialized object instance encapsulating a session will need to continue any communication which are initiated acting as a client towards other components.

3. In order to make SSC responsive during switchover in between SSC replicas, there need to have strategy to immediately serve or queue invocations (messages) which are received by SSC during switchover.

From this point forward, we call the SSC replica which is currently handling sessions and states as primary SSC. The other SSC replica will be called backup SSC.

1.2 Research Question

The main contribution of this study is to design strategies which could efficiently synchronize (and serialize) run-time information in physical memory, so that objects in backup SSC would behave correctly after switchover. It contributes also strategies which are used to keep SSC available with degraded responsiveness during switchover, and to present design patterns which would ease switchover from primary to backup SSC The following are the research questions this study addresses:

1. Is it possible to have controlled switchover functionality for SSC in RBS to preserve component functionality and state, and thus increase system availability?

2. What changes are needed compared to the current way of implementing SSC to better support switchover?
3. What extra functionality needs to be added in SSC to handle switchover?

1.3 Project Limitation

Due to time limitation, designing strategies to increase availability for situations such as failure of a primary SSC is not in this study’s scope. In addition, when technician replaces a failed component in an ‘environment’ whereby the primary SSC has been communicating with the failed component, it is expected that a strategy needs to be employed to update the replaced component to the state of the failed component. However, such situation won’t be in this project’s scope, rather the project will assume all components which are interacting with SSC are functional when undertaking the switchover.

On the other hand, as mentioned by [12], the reliability (failure rate) and the time it takes to detect the failure, of switchover mechanism software, itself, will also contribute in service unavailability of components. Although, an appropriate software reliability and fault detection analysis will need to be undertaken for the switchover mechanism, it is assumed to be 100 % successful.

1.4 Report outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section (Section 2) we explain the theoretical background with emphasis on replication for availability, and technical background about the responsible department in Ericsson. In section 3, we discuss previous studies that are relevant to this paper. Then, we move on and describe methodology used to approach our research question (Section 4). We explain the results of the study on Section 5, and then discuss the implementation results in section 6. Finally, we conclude as a summary and direction for the future work in section 7 and 8.
2 Background

2.1 Theoretical Background

This section gives the reader theoretical background about availability, replication, and Stateful software components.

2.1.1 Availability

Service availability represents the extent of readiness of the system to deliver correct services to the user and it is often measured in downtime minutes, outage duration and frequency \([1]\). The formal definition of service availability by TL900 \(^1\) is “the ability of a unit to be in a state ready to perform a required function at a given instance in time or in any period within a given time interval, assuming the external resources, if required, are provided”.

Depending upon the critically of the application, requirement of service availability may differ for different software industries. For example, for non critical application availability of 95% may be perfectly acceptable, whereas even 99.5% may not be acceptable for others.

There are different way of increasing service availability; among others duplicating or replicating software component for availability is a common practice in industries. The duplicated software component can take over the operation and continue providing service to the users in case the primary (parent) component fails.

2.1.2 Replication

Replication is a way of maintaining multiple copies of data/components at a replicated server. It is a common technique used to improve the availability of software services. Replication has advantage of performance and data availability, and durability over failures. However, it introduces the issue of consistency.

The two most common replication techniques are active and passive replication. The key concept of active replication is, when a client invokes an operation, each server replicas receive and process the same sequences of the client request. In this type of replication technique the server process the request in deterministic way. Since the client address the server in a group, atomic broadcast protocol is used in active

\(^1\)TL 9000 is a quality management practice designed by the QuEST Forum in 1998. It was created to focus on supply chain directives throughout the international telecommunications industry, including the USA
replication to ensure the same inputs are received in the same order in all servers. The main advantage of active replication is its simplicity and failure transparency whereas deterministic constraint is the major drawback[2].

In passive replication, when a client invokes an operation, only the primary server replica receives and process the operation. Then, the primary replica replicate the operation to the backups in order to update the state changes. In this replication technique, reliable total ordering multicast protocol or other mechanism must be used to ensure either the non-primary replica have the update state or none of them has the update state [2, 3].

The choice of replication technique, active or passive, depends on a number of factors. Some of the factor that should be consider while choosing the replication techniques includes communication and computational cost of operation, and size of the data that needs to be updated for each operation. When we consider passive replication, since only the primary replica performs the operation there will be less computational cost. There may also be less communication cost because only the primary replica responded to each client request. However, the cost of multicasting the state of primary replica in order to update the non primary replica can be costly especially if the state information data is large[3].

With Active replication, since each operation is performed in all of the replicas and all replicas respond to the client, there will be increased computational and communication cost. However, active replication does not require extensive state transfer to update the state change at each replica; therefore there is no cost in this regard unlike passive replication technique [3].

2.1.3 Stateful Software Component Replication

Stateful software components are components that keep state information or status about each connections for the lifetime of the connection. When the user sends a request to a stateful software component, connection session information/object in the form of session Id will be created that trucks the information requested. When the user sends another request, the request operates on the state from the previous request. One of the advantage of stateful component replication is to provide reliable connections.

In passive replication, to provide reliable connectivity, state information of existing connections from the primary replica should be replicated continuously to the backup using different stateful replication algorithms[3, 4, 7, 6]. In case the primary fails, since states are replicated, the backup can easily reconstruct the state and continue the client connection without service interruptions.

2.2 Technical Background

This section describes about the responsible department in Ericsson whereby this study is undertaken and the role of SSC in Ericsson RBS architecture.
2. Background

2.2.1 Ericsson RBS

Ericsson RBS is one of the core product of Ericsson AB. RBS is a system which plays important role in between the antennas which receive signals from user ends and other products which deal with user service rights. Figure 2.1 shows high level description of Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Radio Access Network (RAN) [14]. The user ends are shown as UE. The user service rights are handled by Evolved Packet Core.

![Figure 2.1: Position of RBS [13].](image)

2.2.2 Ericsson RBS CAT

Common Architecture Tier (CAT) is a function module in RBS which is used to group common functionalities used by various implementations of standards for wireless communications such as Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Wideband CDMA (WCDMA), Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), and LTE. There are around 60 teams involved with CAT. Each team has 6-8 people working as cross-functional teams.

Ericsson RBS CAT is composed of various software components. A software component is a package that encapsulates a set of related services. The services are provided over (a set of) interfaces. A software component consumes functions/services from other components over required interfaces. Interoperability is secured by compatibility of the provided and required interfaces[13].
2. Background

2.2.3 Ericsson RBS CAT SSC

A group of related software components in Ericsson RBS CAT are hosted by a hardware system which is known as ‘environment’. Among software components in ‘environment’, SSC is one of them. Figure 2.3 shows a scenario of an ‘environment’ in CAT. An ‘environment’ is shown as green boxes. As shown in the Figure, the red line shows the communication channel toward the core network (which is indicated as Evolved Packet Core on Figure 2.2). The black lines shows operational status, accounting, and maintenance channel. This channel is mainly used by Operational center and technicians (which is shown as Network Management System in Figure 2.3). In this scenario, OAM & Conf component is a SSC.

As indicated on Figure 2.3, the future goal of the ‘environment’ shown on Figure 2.4 will be to have another replica of an ‘environment’. The OAM & Conf SSC in
the primary ‘environment’ replica could be switched over to backup ‘environment’ replica.

Figure 2.4: Future plan for CAT ‘environment’

An SSC will interact in various manner (acting as client or server) with various components (singleton components or non singleton components). An example scenario of a sample SSC is depicted in Figure 2.5. Component A is the sample SSC which will act as a server for interactions with singleton component D, and non singleton components B; while in case of C, A will act as client. In addition, Component A will act as a client, using services provided by non-singleton Components E and F.
2. Background

All connections to/from Component A in Figure 2.5 are stateful, which means a connection session will be required to be established before any kind of collaboration is intended. Under normal circumstances, connection sessions are kept alive as long as Component A is functioning. In duration of one minute, Component A will process 5000 messages with a size of 100 bytes per message. Component A saves or track session and configuration information related to each connection as well as processed coordination information related to several connections in physical (RAM) memory. This makes Component A to manage 5 to 50 MB of RAM.
3 Related Work

One of the most used methods of achieving availability requirement is replication of software components. While replication is a choice for availability, handling stateful sessions and requests at the time of switchover for SSC is an important challenge. This thesis project is related to Wu, H. & Kemme, B. 2005 [6] and Huaigu Wu 2008 [7] which propose a replication tool that is able to handle stateful sessions and transaction by the time the primary stateful application server (AS) replica crashes. The proposed algorithm is based on the Enterprise JavaBean (EJB) in J2EE architecture. The algorithm by [6,7] has client, primary, backup and fail-over parts. Each request submitted from client to primary (server) is intercepted by client replication algorithm and executed at current primary. State changes are recorded at primary and propagated to the backup once transactions are committed. Upon a failure exception, the client replication algorithm re-sends client request to the new primary. When the primary crashes, a backup will take over and becomes the new primary. After switchover, a client request to the primary will be checked whether the request has recorded a corresponding response/request pair. If the client request is recorded the new primary will respond immediately, if not the request will be processed accordingly.

Even if the algorithm proposed by [6] address similar problem in terms of handling stateful sessions during switchover, the assumption made by [6] and the platform in which the tool is based is completely different with this thesis project. The algorithm by [6] is designed mainly for transaction execution that has external database system in which the volatile data such as session information are maintained by AS. Once the transaction is committed the data will be saved in the external database and the session will be disregarded. But in this thesis project, the singleton component has no database related transaction execution. Once the connections are established, the session information and data are maintained by RAM, and this run time information at the RAM need to be serialized at the primary and deserialized at the backup during switchover process. On the other hand, singleton components in RBS are designed by using C++ based platform, unlike the tool proposed by [6] which is based on J2EE architecture.

This thesis project is also related to [3] that proposes a schemes for both passive and active replications that allows operations to be performed on an object while a state is being transferred from primary to backup. In passive replication, while the states are being transferred the primary will not stop further processing operation. Instead, the scheme uses Replication Manager that logs a “postimage”, the value of the updated parts of the state after update, of each update that it performs. Since updates can be performed at the primary while states are transformed to the backup,
the Replication manager’s first transfers the existing state and then it transfers the postimage of the update to the new primary. The new primary will reconstruct the state by applying the postimage to have a consistent states between the replicas. This state transfer mechanism is conceptually similar to the thesis project except that instead of logging the state, the primary will forward the state to the backup and states will be queued until switchover is completed. Once switchover phase is completed the states will be dequeued and served at the new primary.
This section describes the methodology used, qualitative and design research, to approach the research questions, and the motivation behind choosing this methodology.

4.1 Qualitative methodology

This methodology is employed for two purposes. The first is to discuss design patterns which could help answer research question 1. The authors have reviewed literature that provides insight into design patterns to ease switchover process. The results are discussed on section 5.1.

The second purpose is to provide the design research. For this purpose, the authors reviewed literature that provides insight mainly into session and state replication techniques, and object serialization. The main objectives are to investigate the current state-of-the-art of designing a replicated SSC and switchover mechanisms, and to investigate open source solutions which potentially will contribute in synchronization and serialization of sessions and states in C++. Section 5.2 presents the details about the results in C++ serialization.

The authors has also conducted an interview with a senior architect within Ericsson in order to gain some insights about pattern and technologies, which are used for availability that can contribute to the research questions of this study.

The outcome of the study is used as an input for design research.

4.2 Design Research

The authors follow the work of [3] as a guideline to the design research. The purpose of the design research is investigate answers to research questions 2 and 3. During this methodology, the authors designed and implemented a best suited replication and switchover strategy considering Ericsson’s RBS SSC, and evaluate them.
4. Methodology

Figure 4.1: Design research method

As can be seen in Figure 4.1 the design research consists of 4 stages.

4.2.1 Stage I (Research Clarification)

The design research starts with research clarification. The main purpose of this activity is to understand the current architecture of Ericsson RBS SSC. The authors accomplished this activities as follows:

- Walking through one sample SSC product and documentation, and understand high level structure of connection sessions and component interactions.
- reviewing communication frameworks, and data communication standards to/from SSC

4.2.2 Stage II (Descriptive study I)

In Descriptive study I activity, the authors used the outcomes of qualitative research, research clarification activity, and an empirical analysis from interview and industry supervisors discussion to understand the existing situation and determine the factors which should be addressed to attain the desired situation specific to Ericsson RBS SSC. After undertaking this activity, the authors have determined three factors that needs to be addressed: (1) name serving of SSCs, (2) handling incoming service requests during switchover, and (3) handling outgoing service requests (incoming service response) during switchover.

4.2.3 Stage III(Prescriptive study)

In Prescriptive study, the authors designed detailed specific strategies, and developed a prototype based on a reference architecture (Figure 4.2). The detailed design strategies are presented in section 5.3. Before the strategies are implemented, the reference architecture in Figure 4.2 is implemented. EqCoord is the SSC that needs to be “moved” from one execution environment to another during switchover. The main responsibility of this component is to configure available equipment resources (EqResourceR and EqResourceB) into equipment groups and report its status. Each EqUser request for creation of its own equipment group (this is the operation which
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will trigger creation of new session). Each sessions are encapsulated by using eq-
GroupInstance object instance. The equipment resources assigned to a specific group
report their status (FAULTY, OFFLINE, OPERATIONAL) to the owning session
(eqGroupInstance). eqGroupInstance will, then, compute its group state (FAULTY,
DEGRADED, OPERATIONAL) based on the aggregated states of its equipment
resources. The eqGroupAcceptor is responsible for accepting EqUser group creation
request and creation of unique eqGroupInstance for each request (session). Once
the eqGroupInstance is created, EqUser will subscribe to group status indication
messages by directly communicating eqGroupInstance. Each eqGroupInstance are
uniquely identified in EqCoord, and are responsible for creating EqCoordBasebandR
and EqCoordRadioR. These two types of objects, EqCoordBasebandR and EqCo-
ordRadioR, are responsible in receiving and reporting the status of EqResourceB
and EqResourceR, respectively, back to the eqGroupInstance. There is one exe-
cutable for EqCoord. For each EqUser, EqResourceB, and EqResourceR, there is
one executable per instance. Each executable runs in its own process memory. For
communication between executables, Enea LINX Interprocess Communication [24]
is used. This communication platform guarantees FIFO (first-in-first-out) ordering
of messages (messages from one sender will be delivered in the order they are sent.
However, the order between different senders is not preserved). There is however a
filtering mechanism allowing the receiver to select only specific messages received.

Figure 4.2: reference architecture for prototype
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4.2.4 Stage IV (Descriptive study II)

In order to investigate the impact and evaluate the prototype, a Descriptive study II is performed as next activity. Here, the main evaluation metric was correctness of whether the new primary is correctly behaving as the old primary after switchover. This is evaluated by regular test via predetermining the expected behavior during and after switchover, and confirming if the expected behavior is observed. The expected behavior are perceived by reading logs from the EqUser and resources. In addition, the authors has conducted a stress test. The actions involved during stress test were, mainly, sending a lot of resource intensive messages and observe the behaviour.

The outcome of these evaluations lead to have iteration from Descriptive study I with additional empirical analysis; or to have iteration from Prescriptive study where the factors identified from the evaluation will be used to revise the prototype. Parallel execution of the activities were performed for more efficient activity execution.
5

Results

This section presents the results of qualitative and design research.

5.1 Design Patterns

This section describes the result of qualitative research of design patterns which will best suit in replication and switchover of SSC replicas. The study has mainly studied the suitability of an Ericsson In-house Pattern (EIP). EIP is hugely inspired by Data Context Interaction (DCI) pattern [26, 27].

DCI pattern is designed for easing the complexity of object-oriented languages, such as C++. Traditional object-oriented paradigms have a usual goal of encapsulating end user mental models with objects, while leaving algorithm implementations spread out in different objects [26]. This leads to undesirable object cohesion and complex object interactions. DCI’s main impact would be separation of data models encapsulating the user mental models from algorithm implementing code. Data models are designed as simple objects that will only focus on what the model is. At run-time, the system will create a context for certain algorithm implementation (Interaction). The context will collect the required Data objects from memory and will assign them roles, which will interact depending on the behavior of the algorithm [26, 27]. Figure 5.1 shows simplified version of DCI.
Inspired by DCI, EIP has added some more features. As shown in Figure 5.2, it has four main conceptual components. The service broker follows broker pattern [29]. The broker will be responsible to publish service request/response callbacks or endpoints. When a service request is invoked, it will define a run-time context (similar to DCI’s context) by which service realization will be executed. The repository component will act as a service abstraction layer for accessing data store. This is inspired by repository pattern [30], which will enable the system to have flexibility in terms of how the domain data entities could be stored (for instance, as list of objects, or compressed serialized binary data of objects). Service handler component (class or object) will be a short living run-time context execution for executing service behavior executions. It will get the data entities required for performing behavioral executions (DCI’s roles) from repository via service broker. For better organisation, service handlers sharing a particular data entity object are grouped together. This will enable repository to hold a cache (for example, object in memory) of the data entity object, or perform blocking or queueing for a resource limited data entity object.
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The authors thought EIP will ease switchover among replicas of SSC. As could be noted, the relatively long-living objects (data entities) are not spread out in the system, rather are kept well structured in data store. This will make easy transfer of state information (object) among SSC replicas during switchover. In addition, it will ease strategy design for incoming or ongoing services during switching over to another replica.

5.2 Object Serialization Patterns

This section details object serialization technologies in C++ which are suitable for this study. Serialization is the process of translating data structures or object state into a format that can be stored (for example, in a file or memory buffer, or transmitted across a network connection link) and reconstructed later in the same or another computer environment [15]. The formats which are currently available in C++ serialization alternatives are binary, ASCII, XML, and JSON.

Serialization in Java and C# is relatively easier since there is a built in support for reflection. Reflection is the mechanism for encoding execution states as data [16]. A programming language which supports reflection will have the ability to manipulate this data which represents the state of the program during its own execution. In terms of serialization, reflection allows a program to traverse members of a serialized object and, for each member, it helps identify whether the member is a reference and what is the type of its target [17]. Standard C++ library does not support reflection. Therefore, serialization technologies in C++ will need to have strategies to identify the types of pointer members in application classes during serialization.

There are four technologies which are used in C++ serialization. The technologies are categorized into two patterns: Data structure focused and object collection focused serialization. Each are discussed in next sub sections. The chosen technology for prototyping and its rationale is discussed in section 5.2.3.
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5.2.1 Data structure focused serialization pattern

This pattern uses a generic data structure as library which could be used by application programmers. The main objective is to abstract out complexities which are arised due to not having reflection from application programming. Serialization technologies will be the one which provide generic data structure and track objects and references, so that serialization and deserialization code in application programs could be smooth and simple. Application programs will need to specify and generate code by using provided interfaces from the serialization technologies.

There are two serialization technologies in C++ which use this pattern. The following subsections review the technologies.

5.2.1.1 Data Object Library

C++ Data Object Library (DOL) is a relatively old C++ library which is based on intrusive data structures [18]. Intrusive data structures have support for bidirectional, many-to-many related object entities [17]. The library has a code generator called zzprep which will generate the required data structures during preprocessing stage of code compilation process.

It has a support for binary and ASCII serialization formats. During binary serialization, saving to disk (encoding objects to binary) is relatively fast, because there is no formatting or massaging of data. Objects are stored as blocks of bytes. When deserializing the objects from binary data, objects are allocated in new places in memory, while keeping a table of their old and new address. After all objects are read to memory, DOL walks through them, and resets the internal pointers to new values. Although the serializing part is faster in both ASCII and binary formats, the deserialization takes significantly longer time[17]. The library is licenced under no-nonsense free-source licence.

5.2.1.2 Protocol Buffers

Protocol buffers are Google’s language-neutral, platform-neutral, extensible mechanism for serializing structured data [19]. Application programmers define data structure in so called .proto file. A code generator will then compile .proto file to generate code.

Serialization is done via binary wire format. Textual protocol buffer message will be encoded to binary wire format, where a message just uses the field’s number as the key. The name and declared type for each field can only be determined on the decoding end by referencing the message type’s definition. This space efficiency is possible due to the huge fact that Protocol Buffers enables C++ reflection. Protocol Buffers is licenced under Apache 2.0 License.

5.2.2 Object collection focused serialization pattern

In this pattern, active object collection will be done, and the objects will be structured as Graph (where one or more root object(s) will be assigned) [17]. A java
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Style Breads-first or depth-first search could be done to access the objects. Serialization technologies which use this pattern usually provide an API to indicate the root objects. The main challenge in this pattern is to make sure identical objects are not serialized more than once, which could happen when two object referencing pointers are pointing towards the same object.

There are two serialization technologies in C++ which use this pattern. The following subsections review the technologies.

5.2.2.1 Boost

Boost is a collection which provides free peer-reviewed portable C++ source libraries, among which is Boost serialization library [17]. It supports binary, ASCII, and XML formats. It is distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. Application programs need to provide serialize() function which will list members to be stored, and invoke serialize() function of base classes. In order to make sure objects are not serialized multiple times, Boost uses object tracking using memory address [20]. Performing object tracking requires extra booking, since every object need to be tracked whether it has already been serialized or not. This comes at the cost of runtime performance and increases the code complexity of the library considerably. It also complicates application code since it adds extra considerations about tracking types.

5.2.2.2 Cereal

Cereal [21] is C++11 header only serialization library. Header only means it will not add complexity during linking process [22]. It supports compact binary encoding (binary archives will ignore name-value pairs and only serialize the values), XML, or JSON. It also has an interface for hybrid solution of saving base64 binary data in XML format. The binary format makes no attempt to ensure endianness across different architectures. If data will be read on both little and big-endian machines, a special format called portable binary should be used, which tracks the endianness of the saving and loading machines and transforms data appropriately. It has slightly more overhead than the regular binary format [21].

Likewise as Boost, application object will need to implement a template serialize() function to list object members which are required to be serialized. However, unlike Boost, Cereal fully supports serializing classes that use inheritance, via utilizing cereal:: base-class method to cast the derived class to the base class instead of calling serialize function directly.

Cereal doesn’t support traditional C style pointer references; rather it only supports pointer references which are encapsulated by C++11 smart pointers. This feature enables Cereal to not worry about object tracking techniques.

Based on experiments done by [23], Cereal has a 100% performance advantage over Boost and Protocol Buffers. Cereal is licensed under the BSD license.
5.2.3 Serialization technology choice and its rationale

The object structure in RBS SSC mostly use intensive compositional pointers. This makes this study to mainly focus on utilizing Object collection focused serialization pattern. The compositional pointers are created by using smart pointers. Due to its performance advantage over Boost, Cereal is decided to be used as a serialization technology in prototype implementation.

5.3 Prototype Design

This section describes selected replication and switchover strategies for addressing factors identified by descriptive study I (section 4.2.2). The duration from the point in time where the system starts preparing the current primary replica to point in time where the used to be backup replica has become primary replica (started serving old and new sessions) will be referred as switchover process. In general, the strategies are designed with an assumption that there will be three phases during switchover process: preparation, synchronization, and dequeueing phase. The strategies are designed with the following assumptions:

- The long living sessions are expressed with the presence of the respective eqgroupinstance for each EqUser. We can say that ‘EqUserId + EqCoordId’ is our session identifier. It is expected that the switchover activity will result in change of session identifier. However, this do not implicate that the session is restarted since the respective eqgroupinstance object for the session is kept alive.

- LINX guarantees FIFO ordering of messages (messages from one sender will be delivered in the order they are sent. However, the order between different senders is not preserved). There is however a filtering mechanism allowing the receiver to select only specific messages received.

5.3.1 Architectural Design Overview

The strategies are designed and implemented by considering two additional software components to the reference architecture: a second SSC (EqCoord) replica, and HAController. HAController component is responsible to control the phases of switchover process. It has a dedicated interface towards both replicas (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: replication architecture

At any point in time one of the replicas will be in primary replica state, while the other become in backup state. Until switchover process is initiated by HAController, the backup replica will not receive service requests. In other words, the interface between the replicas will be used only during switchover process.

Figure 5.4 shows a simplified run-time view of stateful sessions in normal situation, where no switchover process is active. As pointed before, eqGroupInstance is an object which encapsulates each stateful session with the user. Each eqGroupInstance holds a collection of eqCoordR or eqCoordB type object, which each encapsulates the stateful connections towards each of the configured eqResourceR or eqResourceB resources for each user.

Figure 5.4: Run-time situation of replication architecture when the system is not in switchover process

In such scenario, design of the switchover process needs to guarantee that all session abstracting objects and configurations are synchronised. Such guarantees makes
sure the backup replica to correctly behave and serve current active users. However, the switchover process will need to balance two important trade-offs:

- network bandwidth usage: serialization of objects in primary replica, and sending serialized binary data to backup replica. The backup replica will deserialize and obtain objects.
- computational cost: Instead of serialization, make the backup replica to freshly create objects by reading some configuration file.

The prototype is designed considering this trade-offs. Objects, such as eqGroupInstance, which are computationally costly to be recreated are serialized. On the other hand, eqCoordR or eqCoordB type objects are designed to be recreated in the backup replica. This effectively means, after a particular eqGroupInstance object is successfully deserialized on backup replica, both the objects in the primary and backup replica will subscribe for their configured resources (Figure 5.5).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.5:** Run-time situation of replication architecture when the system is performing serialization in switchover process

However, such duplicated connections will endure higher network bandwidth usage. Therefore, as depicted in Figure 5.6, as soon as backup replica has guaranteed any synchronization of required data for each eqGroupInstance, stateful connections from primary replica towards resources will be terminated.
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Figure 5.6: Run-time situation of replication architecture when Primary SSC terminate session towards resources in switchover process

5.3.2 Switchover Process Phases

For simplification and management reasons, the activities in switchover process are categorized into three phases: preparation, synchronization, and dequeueing. Figure 5.7 explains phase transitions during and after switchover process. The main goals of each phase is indicated below:

- Preparation Phase: system state view consistency between replicas is guaranteed during this phase. This means, both replicas will have a consistent view of current active stateful sessions in primary replica, including sessions abstracting connections towards resources.

- Synchronization Phase: message consistency is guaranteed during this phase. Please refer section 5.3.3.3 for details.

- Dequeueing Phase: This phase starts servicing queued messages from resources while guaranteeing service consistency of the system. Please refer section 5.3.3.3 for details.
The switchover process phases are controlled by control messages owned by HAController component. A sequence diagram showing general overview of the switchover process is shown in Figure 5.8. The HAController get confirmation/rejection for the three phases. Each proceeding phase is started after all replicas has reported about finishing preceding phase to HAController.
5.3.3 Prototype Design Decisions

As pointed out in section 4.2.2, the prototype design during prescriptive study stage of the design research is performed after determining the factors which need to be addressed by the prototype. Three main factors were determined after careful qualitative research and non-structured interviews with industry supervisors. The following subsections clarifies each factor, and presents the design solution implemented on the prototype.

5.3.3.1 Name Serving of Replicas

It is clear from the current reference architecture that, name or address of the SSC (EqCoord) can be easily hard-coded to user process (EqUser) configurations. This is possible since there is just one SSC process in the reference architecture. However, as discussed in section 5.3.1, this solution can’t be used anymore since there will be two SSC (EqCoord) replicas, whereby at any given time one of them could be the primary.

The prototype has devised two solutions depending on the state of the system:

- At system initialization state of the reference prototype, users use the name (address) of the primary SSC replica, which is configured on system configuration file.
- Once the prototype system has initialized, it will be up to SSC replicas to inform users having stateful sessions about change of address. During synchronization phase of the switchover process, all users which have stateful sessions in primary SSC replica will be informed by backup SSC replica to change SSC addressing.
Figure 5.9 shows the solutions in sequence diagram. The user in the prototype (eqUser) reads configured primary SSC (EqCoord) replica name (address). Using that address it sends service request. The user process will cache primary SSC replica address for future communications. The cache will be updated to the soon to be primary SSC replica address when it receives a ‘change address’ information message from backup SSC replica, which will be primary after switchover process.

![Sequence Diagram]

**Figure 5.9:** Name serving strategy

### 5.3.3.2 Service Request Handling

At any point in time, user processes which have stateful sessions with primary SSC replica will request for services. The main service request operations in the reference architecture are group creation requests and group state subscription requests. Such requests have soft real-time properties, meaning that they shouldn’t be rejected or take longer time than threshold service response time. The service requests can be categorized into two:

- **Non-state changing requests:** service request which doesn’t cause state changes on current sessions (eqGroupInstance objects) on primary SSC replica. For instance, group creation requests [which requests for creation of a new object (eqGroupInstance) for encapsulating allocated resources for the requesting user], will only result in creation of new eqGroupInstance object.
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- State changing requests: service request which result in state changes on current sessions (eqGroupInstance objects) on primary SSC replica. Group state subscription requests, for example, is made to inform the object abstracting the session of the requesting user process that, it (the requesting user) would like to receive push notifications whenever the aggregated allocated resources state changes.

Enabling the primary SSC to continue serving service requests during switchover process will have various disadvantages. One could disagree, specially for non-state changing requests, since such requests can be allowed to be serviced by primary SSC during preparation phase. However, this could result in non-deterministic duration of preparation phase, which could affect the response time of state changing requests. On the other hand, serving state changing requests during switchover process will result in inconsistency of state (for group subscription request, knowledge of whether or not the respective user has subscribed) between eqGroupInstance object in primary and, serialized eqGroupInstance object in backup SSC.

To avoid non-deterministic duration of preparation phase and session objects inconsistencies, service requests will not immediately be served if they are received during switchover process. Instead, as shown on Figure 5.10, the strategy for service requests of both types during switchover process is to seemlessly forward to the backup SSC. During forwarding, the current primary SSC will keep the sender address to the requesting user, so that the backup (soon to be primary) SSC will see the service request message is sent directly to its address.

![Figure 5.10: Service request handling strategy](image-url)
As could be seen in Figure 5.10, the backup SSC is equipped with a mechanism which will detect and queue forwarded service requests, while actively responding to control messages from HACcontroller. The LINX queue guarantees service requests are serviced in the correct order as they are received in old primary SSC, since there is a guaranteed FIFO order during forwarding of requests from primary to backup SSC during switchover process.

5.3.3.3 Service Response Handling

As discussed in section 4.2.3, the main use case in the reference architecture is that each user with a configured stateful session with SSC will get allocated resources. The SSC object \((G)\) encapsulating a user’s session will act as a client and configure a stateful session towards each resource allocated for a user. Each of such sessions will be encapsulated by an object instance \((R1 \ldots Rn)\). The state of each user will, thus, be the aggregated group state, which will be computed by considering the state of all \(R\) type object instances encapsulating stateful sessions towards configured resources for that user. Whenever their state is changed, each configured resource will send its current state as a service response message to configure \(R\) type object in \(G\) type object. Figure 5.11 shows a scenario for one user with 3 allocated resources.

![Diagram of object structure of one user in SSC](image)

**Figure 5.11:** Object structure of one user in SSC

One could notice that the computed group state of \(G\) will depend on the arrival time of service response messages (state update information) from the resources (which means that there is a probability to get different \(G\) state, when we consider \(R1\) getting update before \(R2\) and \(R2\) getting update before \(R1\)). As presented in section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, object \(G\) will be serialized to backup SSC replica during preparation phase of the switchover process. After successful deserialization, \(G\) will create a fresh stateful connections towards resources to create its \(R\) type objects (the rationale is discussed in section 5.3.1). This make each resource to have double stateful session to each replica.

Our study has found that, such double stateful sessions will cause group state inconsistency for \(G\) object. This is mainly attributed to missing of total order guarantee.
from LINX. Total ordering guarantee that sets of service response messages from all resources to must be delivered in the same order by both replicas [25]. Figure 5.12 explains how FIFO order from LINX would be problematic during preparation phase. FIFO order only guarantee ordering of message between two processes. As shown by numbers in Figure 5.12, service response messages could arrive (deliver) in different sequence in time by the replicas. This will result in two inconsistent group state for G in the replicas.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.12:** Inconsistency of user group state due to different message arrival on a time unit by the replicas

In addition, even if we assume having total ordering, it is possible that before G is successfully deserialized in the backup SSC during preparation phase, one or more service response messages could be received on primary SSC. As shown on Figure 5.13, at time unit 1, R1 in primary SSC have received service response message before G completed deserialization. This will cause inconsistency between group state of G, since G in backup SSC will analyse message at time 2 relative to state of G just before preparation phase, while G in primary SSC analyse message at time 2 relative to the resulting state of G after analysing message at time 1.
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Figure 5.13: Inconsistency of user group state due to missing of messages in preparation phase

Due to time limitation, this study has mainly focused on designing strategies for securing consistency considering the challenge shown in Figure 5.13. As a solution for guaranteeing delivery of missing messages to G on backup SSC, sequence numbers are used. Each service response message from each resource is tagged with sequence numbers. This helps to uniquely identify each service response message by combining unique identifier of each resource with sequence numbers. Via implementing a protocol to synchronize missing service response messages from primary to backup SSC, consistent group state could be guaranteed.

As could be seen in Figure 5.14, when switchover process is started, primary SSC begin to store received service response messages in a way that they could be identified. It could be seen that G on backup SSC has missed sequence number 2 from resource X. During synchronization phase, the backup SSC informs primary the earliest sequence number it has received for each resource X of each G. The primary SSC analyses the information and synchronizes any missing service response messages to the backup SSC. When the synchronization phase is completed and dequeueing is started, the backup SSC pops service response messages based on their sequence numbers. As discussed in section 5.3.1, G in primary SSC unsubscribes (terminates stateful session) towards resources during synchronization phase.
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Figure 5.14: A sequence diagram to show strategies for handling missing service response messages

5.4 Switchover Process Summary

Table 5.1 summarizes all the activities discussed in section 5.3. The backup SSC will become officially primary SSC with NORMAL state, when all stored service response messages are analysed. However, forwarded service requests will be served when the backup SSC become officially primary SSC.

5.5 Prototype Evaluation Results

This section presents evaluation result of the prototype mainly in the following areas: prototype correctness, effectiveness of object serialization, memory utilization and scalability issues.

5.5.1 Correctness analysis

Correctness analysis is performed by predetermining the expected behaviour during and after switchover process. In order to observe the expected behavior on both replicas, the old primary will not terminate sessions towards resources during synchronization phase.
### Table 5.1: Switchover process summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switchover process phase</th>
<th>Primary SSC</th>
<th>Backup SSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serialization of user session encapsulating objects</td>
<td>Deserialization of user session encapsulating objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
<td>Configure sessions with resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward service request messages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synching of missing service response messages</td>
<td>Synching of missing service response messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terminate sessions to resources</td>
<td>Inform each user about change of primary address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forward service request messages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synchronization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dequeuing</strong></td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
<td>Store service response messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Analyse stored service response messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Considering sequence numbers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For this analysis 5 groups, each having 2 EqResourceR and 2 EqResourceB resources, are created. The primary SSC is simulated to receive 2 service response messages from each resource, which are simulated by the backup SSC to be missed. Other than that, a couple of service request and service response messages are performed before, during and after switchover process. As shown in Figure 5.16, both replicas have proved to result similar states for each group during dequeueing phase and after switchover process is completed.

Figure 5.15: correctness test

5.5.2 Time Effectiveness of serialization and deserialization

Efficient serialization at the primary and deserialization at the backup has significant contribution on the switchover process duration; and hence it is important to measure the time effectiveness of object serialization of the prototype. Fig 5.17 shows the relationship between objects to be serialized and deserialized versus the time consumption. In this test the authors have increased the numbers of users i.e. numbers of group instances connected to SSC up to 300 and observe duration of time for object serialization and deserialization.
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5.5.3 Scalability analysis

This is the performance testing to investigate the scalability of the prototype in terms of switchover process duration considering number of groups (user session), memory size of each group (user session), and number of missing service response messages.

5.5.3.1 Effect of number and size of stateful sessions

This analysis shows the relation between numbers of group versus size of each group versus switchover duration. The analysis is done with assumption that no missing messages are required to be synchronized during synchronization phase. By size of each group, we mean added payload string on eqGroupAcceptor and eqGroupInstance. For each group, 2 EqResourceR and 2 EqResourceB resources was assigned. Each resource sends service response messages in an interval of 5 seconds.

Fig 5.17 shows increase of the switchover process duration as the number of groups and payload increased. There is a observable significant performance effect when the number of groups are increased but the effect of payload within the group is not significantly observed. Generally, the author found it difficult to determine the pattern of payload effect on switchover duration because of unpredictable test result. For example, when the number of group instances to be serialized are 50 and the payload is 25 byte the switchover duration is around 4100 milliseconds; but when the payload is increased to 3000 byte for the same number of group instances, the switchover duration decrease to $\sim 3100$ milliseconds (but as to the author it is supposed to increased).
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5.5.3.2 Effect of synchronization of missed service response messages

This analysis shows the relationship between synchronization of missing service response messages versus switchover duration. For this analysis 5 groups are created, each having 2 EqResourceR and 2 EqResourceB resources. To simulate the analysis, preparation phase is started without doing serialization. By letting the Primary to receive the required amount of service response messages (to be sent as missing later). The switchover process will then continue with serialization, which makes the backup SSC to request for missing messages during synchronization phase. Figure 5.19 shows the result based on the sample data i.e number of missed message up to 100 and payload up to 100 byte. Based on the result synchronizing missed message doesn’t have significant performance effect on the prototype.
5.5.4 Memory Utilization

The serialization and deserialization of objects is a computational and memory intensive activity. As can be referred in Figure 5.16, the deserialization computation will require a relatively longer computational time.

To measure the memory utilization efficiency of the prototype, the authors undertook a test on memory utilization during serialization of objects instance. Object can be serialized one by one or all group all-together. The result in Figure 5.20 shows that, there is a high memory consumption when serializing groups separately, while on the contrary serializing groups all together (for example collecting groups in a vector) reduce the memory consumption.
Figure 5.19: Effect of serializing groups individually and all-together on memory utilisation during serialization.
6 Discussion

6.1 Performance

Performing the switchover process as fast as possible in order to reduce the service impact on SSC is one of the issues considered in design strategies of this paper. As the number of users connected to the SSC increases, the object instances of the corresponding user with its own data that needs to move from primary replica to backup replica will also increase. This has its own effect on switchover process duration, and hence we need efficient way of object serialization. As discussed in Object serialization pattern, (section 5.2), among the other object serialization technologies, Cereal is chosen and implemented for performance and simplicity reasons. As seen in the time effectiveness of serialization in Figure 5.16, even if the graph grows linearly as the number of group increased for deserialization, still the overall duration of serialization duration is reasonably acceptable. On the other hand, serializing groups (user session objects) all-together has significant improvement on memory utilization, which indirectly improves the duration of serialization and deserialization.

6.2 Added Functionality

It is inevitable that extending the reference architecture is required component-wise and code-wide to implement this study’s design strategies. Component-wise, the prototype has added two extra components (C++ 11 Executable processes), namely backup SSC replica and HAController (Figure 5.3). This two added components are C++ 11 executable processes in which the environment will need to allocate heap and stack memory (among others) to function correctly. Three interface units are required also for interactions among the replicas and HAController.

To have a controlled switchover process, SSC replicas and HAController will need to have computation and management codes. However, considering extendability and decoupling is important in the code implementation, so that it could be easier to modify and/or plug the design strategies in other SSCs. To satisfy such properties, code-wise changes in SSC are performed in the following manner:

- The decision of SSC replicas to act as primary or backup is left to the run-time system. This will help reduce code by requiring to only add state control structures.
- Code implementations related to run-time SSC state and switchover process management are decouple and encapsulate in separate management shared
library. This library will be the owner of published interfaces used to communicate from/to HACcontroller and partner replica. All computational actions during switchover process is encapsulated in this library. In addition, it is also home to data structures used to queue or track messages. $\sim$ 1000 LOC is implemented in this library.

- An effort is made to reduce code related to Cereal on object classes. Hence, for serialization and deserialization purposes only ($\sim$ 5 LOC) will need to be included in all object class headers which are planned to be serialized.

As shown on Figure 6.1, each replica (EQCOORD) will only be informed about its state (primary or backup) at system start-up. Its state will then be managed by the added library. This enables to add only $\sim$ 100 LOC on the executable main class.

![Figure 6.1: Start-up state management of SSC replicas](image)

The state oriented design has simplified the flow of execution when any message arrive at the executable process of each SSC replica (EQCOORD) during normal or switchover process (not normal) situation. The full state flow during run-time when any message arrives is shown on Figure 6.2.
6.3 Fault Tolerance

During switchover process, as discussed in section 5.3.1, a service request message arriving at the primary replica is directly forwarded to the backup replica. For fault tolerant purpose, each forwarded message to the backup will also be stored in a custom queue at the primary replica. If the backup fails to take over the duty of primary replica during switchover process, the “old” primary will continue as a primary by reconstructing(rollback) those message in the custom queue. Except that, fault tolerance related implementations are not performed in the prototype since the switchover process is assumed to be 100% successful(section 1.3).

However, extendability for fault tolerance purposes are considered during the design. As shown on Figure 6.3, the primary SSC replica can terminate the switchover process and start serving queued service request messages when HAController rejects the continuation of switchover process.
6. Discussion

Figure 6.3: Fault management in switchover process

6.4 Memory Utilization

As mentioned in section 5.5.4, serialization and deserialization of objects are memory intensive activities. These activities (referred on Figure 5.17 and 5.20) require extra memory to be allocated for storing serialized data. For example, for an SSC Replica handling 3 groups (user sessions) without any added payload, the replica process will require approximately 130 bytes for serialized data of the groups. In addition, depending on the maximum size allowed for a message, one or more messages will be required to send this data to partner replica.

In addition to messages to transport serialized data, if there are X number of resources, it will need 2X messages for configuration, and X number of messages to be used for informing about sequence numbers. An extra memory and network resources will also be required to synchronise any missing service response messages by the backup SSC replica. For managing the switchover process, about a couple of messages will be utilized.

On the other hand, all of extra added functionalities to support the switchover process will, in some way, have extra burden on the environment, which increase or complicate the memory utilization.
Future Work

Given the complexities of SSCs and long-living stateful sessions, this study is a beginning (door opening) effort for increasing availability of such systems. The authors strongly believe more studies will be needed in the future to attain high availability requirements.

A main focus has been given for correctness during the prototype design, since there is no point of making a super fast switchover as long as the replicas do not behave correctly with consistent states. The study has proposed an architecture which has proven correct behavior after switchover among SSC replicas. The next step with this regard, would thus be to consider the assumptions(limitations) scoped out from the study (section 1.3). This will require to widen the scope in ‘environment’ level considering failure of SSC, failure of other non-singleton components, and failure of activities in proposed switchover process. Once considering such failures, it would be possible to measure annual system outage and availability percentile metrics.

In addition, as pointed out in section 5.3.3.3, the prototype has not considered situations of service responses having different total order in the replicas during preparation phase of the switchover process. Suitable design strategies would need to be incorporated with the proposed prototype architectures if total order differences has higher probability of happening, or if it is a critical business requirement. On the other hand, it will be important to undertake serious efforts to find suitable patterns to ease proposed switchover process strategies. An exemplary pattern is researched and presented in section 5.1. The authors believe revising the study’s proposed architecture based on EIP would greatly improve the switchover process duration and other performance metrics.
Conclusion

Availability of systems such as Ericsson’s RBS software components are becoming increasingly vital to have higher customer satisfaction. More specifically, availability of SSC is very important for higher availability of the superset component, which we call in this study ‘environment’. This is attributed to the fact that state information and configurations of the ‘environment’ users are by design only kept in memory of SSC process or thread. Among couple of tactics, replication is a common strategy for attaining higher availability of software systems. This study has studied the challenges which arose in implementing replication of SSC for high availability purposes. A design research was employed to factor out critical problems which need to be addressed via designing strategies in form of prototype. The strategies include replication fashion, and switchover process strategies among the replicas. In addition, a qualitative research was, also, performed to find suitable patterns in easing replication and switchover process, and to find suitable object serialization technologies. The prototype architecture resulted from the design research was found to be successful. The replicas has performed correctly as expected after switchover, which is very important requirement considering the nature of SSC. In addition, a range of stress testing of the prototype has resulted in pointing out area for improvement for more faster switchover duration. A reasonable design pattern for easing switchover process activities were also presented as part of the study. In general, the authors believe the prototype architecture will be an important cornerstone in securing high availability of system containers having SSC as one component, such as Ericsson’s RBS ‘environment’.
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Appendix 1